One contribution of 16 to a theme issue 'Process and pattern in innovations from cells to societies'. Evolutionary innovation contributes to the spectacular diversity of species and phenotypes across the tree of life. 'Key innovations' are widely operationalized within evolutionary biology as traits that facilitate increased diversification rates, such that lineages bearing the traits ultimately contain more species than closely related lineages lacking the focal trait. In this article, I briefly review the inference, analysis and interpretation of evolutionary innovation on phylogenetic trees. I argue that differential rates of lineage diversification should not be used as the basis for key innovation tests, despite the statistical tractability of such approaches. Under traditional interpretations of the macroevolutionary 'adaptive zone', we should not necessarily expect key innovations to confer faster diversification rates upon lineages that possess them relative to their extant sister clades. I suggest that a key innovation is a trait that allows a lineage to interact with the environment in a fundamentally different way and which, as a result, increases the total diversification-but not necessarily the diversification rate-of the parent clade. Considered alone, branching patterns in phylogenetic trees are poorly suited to the inference of evolutionary innovation due to their inherently low information content with respect to the processes that produce them. However, phylogenies may be important for identifying transformational shifts in ecological and morphological space that are characteristic of innovation at the macroevolutionary scale.
Introduction
The key innovation concept in evolutionary biology has generated both tremendous interest and controversy. The idea of key traits that promote differential evolutionary success of the lineages that bear them has an immediate and intuitive appeal. Birds, by nearly any measure, are a tremendously successful group of vertebrates and have radiated into a vast array of ecological niches that are largely inaccessible to many other taxa. It is tempting to think that a particular trait or complex of traits (flight) might underlie this seeming pattern of evolutionary exceptionalism.
As originally conceptualized, key innovations are traits that facilitate the invasion of new adaptive zones-closely related sets of ecological niches-by the lineages that possess them [1] [2] [3] . In perhaps the first formal usage of the term, Miller [2] described key innovations as adjustments to morphological and physiological traits that allow organisms to radiate within a new ecological plane, unconstrained by competitors that may have inhibited their diversification in the ancestral plane. In Miller's [2] view, innovations would also come to characterize major taxa because species whose ecologies spanned both adaptive zones would be negatively impacted by interactions with species in & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
both. Hence, gaps would develop between members of the ancestral adaptive zone and the new adaptive zone.
Beginning in the 1980s, the rise of modern phylogenetic biology led to a shift in the way evolutionary biologists conceptualized and operationalized the idea of key innovations [3] . As phylogenies (and attendant phylogenetic thinking) became widespread, biologists increasingly recognized the significance of widespread variation in species richness across the tree of life. The availability of phylogenies, and the desire to extract evolutionary inferences from them, provided a catalyst for the development of sophisticated statistical tools for studying the tempo and mode of lineage diversification. These tools could be used to determine whether the disparities in species richness observed across the tree of life could be explained by chance variation resulting from a common stochastic process, or whether it was necessary to invoke deterministic factors to explain differential diversity [4 -7] .
As noted by Hunter [3] , phylogenetic systematics might have sounded a death knell for the key innovation concept. In its original formulation, key innovations (together with adaptive radiation and adaptive zone) were conceptualized as character transitions that promoted the origin and evolution of ecologically and morphologically distinct higher taxa [1, 2, 8, 9] . A cladistic perspective on the tree of life implied that the origin of higher taxa-the taxa of 'evolutionary systematics'-was a poorly defined problem. At worst, named higher taxa were unnatural ( paraphyletic) groupings of species [10, 11] , and at best, they represented a more-or-less arbitrary sample of clades that should be afforded no special prominence. Raikow [12] , for example, argued that the purported high diversity of passerine birds was probably an artefact of their taxonomic classification. Moreover, there was a deep circularity inherent to innovation-based explanations for the apparent success of higher taxa: researchers were accused of identifying clades of high diversity, then searching ex post facto for traits (synapomorphies) that characterized the group in question [10] . In the absence of clearly defined and non-circular criteria for interpreting the evolutionary success of a lineage, key innovations were just-so stories: Slowinski & Guyer [13, p. 1020] argued that 'key adaptation scenarios are untestable and hence, unscientific'.
As a result of these and other critiques, the key innovation concept has largely shifted to one that is eminently testable in a phylogenetic framework. Beginning with Mitter et al. [5] , most researchers have operationally defined a key innovation as a trait that promotes an increased rate of species diversification. Numerous researchers have retained the flavour of this basic definition, assuming elements of the original conception of key innovation (traits that promote invasion of a new adaptive zone), but requiring further that the trait confer some measure of evolutionary success-often faster taxonomic diversification-than lineages without the trait [14 -16] . Others have used the key innovation concept to reference traits that influence diversification rates without requiring ecological shifts associated with entry into a new adaptive zone [13,17 -21] .
In this article, I argue that phylogenetic tests for the effects of key innovations should abandon the notion that the putative key traits should be correlated with faster diversification rates. This association has been criticized by a number of researchers [22 -26] , yet it continues to dominate the empirical literature on innovation and adaptive radiation.
If we accept that the shift to a novel adaptive zone should be associated with some aspect of species diversification, as I do, then there are several major problems with using 'faster diversification' as a criterion for testing the key innovation concept that are not widely appreciated. I propose a revised set of criteria for assessing whether a particular trait is a key innovation and comment on the limits of phylogenetic tests for key innovation hypotheses.
Defining 'key innovation'
Few concepts in evolutionary biology have generated as much ambiguity and controversy as 'key innovation'. On one hand, the concept captures a feature of biological diversity that is patently obvious to most students of natural history: innovations have clearly occurred throughout the history of life that facilitated extensive diversification of species and phenotypes. On the other hand, the term has been defined numerous ways [3] and often relies on imprecise but useful concepts that are generally interpreted metaphorically rather than quantitatively ('adaptive zone', 'ecological opportunity', 'ecological niche').
Despite the operational simplicity of equating key innovations with increased diversification rates [13] , such an approach reduces them to mere 'trait-dependent diversification'. Because key innovations have long been identified with the expansion of ecological adaptive zones and resultant diversification [1, 2, 8, 14] , 'key innovation' should not be used as a synonym for the pattern whereby specific organismal traits are associated with differential diversification rates. Many other types of traits can lead to differential species proliferation without ecological diversification [27, 28] , such as traits that facilitate the evolution of reproductive isolation and potentially increase rates of lineage splitting. These traits are not key innovations in any traditional sense of the term [29] because they do not directly facilitate the expansion of ecological space occupied by a clade.
Here, I define a key innovation as the evolution of a trait (or set of functionally linked traits) that provides access to novel resources and that, as a result, facilitates an increase in the total diversification (species richness) of the parent clade. It would be simpler to restrict the definition of key innovation to characters that provide entry into novel ecological niches or adaptive zones [30] . However, I agree with the organizers of this special issue that innovations should 'spread . . . as a consequence of generating gains in efficiency, output, or the broadening or creation of a niche'. Without some linkage between diversification and the focal trait, the key innovation concept could be applied to any adaptive shift leading to singleton lineages that possess distinctive or highly specialized ecologies. The definition given here is similar to that used by others [14, 31] but distinguishes between 'total diversification' and 'diversification rate'. Diversification rate is the net rate at which new lineages arise, but total diversification is the time-integrated diversification of a clade, or species richness. Furthermore, I suggest that the relevant scale at which an increase in species richness should be observed is that of the parent clade, not the clade with the innovation itself.
The key innovation concept is inherently about the expansion of lineages into novel adaptive zones. As explained below, equating a key innovation with faster diversification rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160417 rates implicitly assumes that the new adaptive zone can support more species than the ancestral adaptive zone; this assumption is both unnecessary and incorrect and would lead us to reject many key innovations that involve transitions to 'small' adaptive zones yet which nonetheless have increased the total species richness of the biosphere.
Diversity-dependence and key innovations
The concept of key innovation is largely meaningless without assuming some level of diversity-dependent controls on species richness. Despite an apparent controversy in the literature over the role of diversity-dependence in macroevolution [32, 33] , it is difficult to reconcile the original concept of key innovation with a diversity-independent world. The premise of key innovations is that they facilitate escape from ecological limits that are operating within a particular adaptive zone. In the absence of diversity-dependent controls on diversification within adaptive zones, the concepts of key innovation, adaptive zone, adaptive radiation and ecological opportunity are devoid of meaning. Most researchers who use the phrase 'ecological opportunity' are referring to an availability of ecological resources or empty niches that can promote diversification [1] ; surely the opposite of opportunity must be the condition where the occupation of ecological space by other lineages inhibits diversification (e.g. diversity-dependence). If the terminology of 'diversitydependence' is controversial, it is perhaps because it is incorrectly linked to the idea of strong equilibrial controls on species richness or to the incorrect assumption that macroevolutionary diversity-dependence implies equilibrial dynamics at local ecological scales (critiqued in [32, 34, 35] ). I make these points explicit, because consideration of key innovations in a diversity-dependent framework illustrates the conceptual problems with using faster diversification rates as a criterion for recognizing innovations.
We can define a macroevolutionary adaptive zone as a theatre for diversification where competition between species for shared resources regulates the dynamics of speciation and extinction through diversity-dependent feedback mechanisms. We might informally describe the species within an adaptive zone as being governed by a common carrying capacity. This is not to argue that diversity-dependence is straightforward: elsewhere, we have reviewed the complexities of this phenomenon [32, 35] , which can influence the diversification dynamics of lineages that show little evidence of resource overlap when measured over contemporary (ecological) timescales and/or at particular points in space (see [34] for a related perspective). Indeed, diversity-dependent dynamics can emerge even when species show no overlap in geographic space, due to the effects of species interactions on geographic range and emergent consequences for speciation and extinction rates [35 -37] .
If we conceptualize a key innovation as a shift to an ecological plane with a new carrying capacity, then it is immediately obvious that innovations can facilitate increases in total species richness of the parent clade without increasing rates of lineage diversification (figure 1). Indeed, if richness is governed by diversity-dependent dynamics, then time from start of radiation species richness time from start of radiation net diversification rate
Key innovations can facilitate an increase in clade diversity even if they fail to elevate species richness or diversification rate of the clade in which the innovation occurs relative to that of its sister taxon. (a) Idealized species richness trajectories for a clade undergoing diversity-dependent diversification within an adaptive zone with carrying capacity K 1 (orange). At time t 1 , a key innovation arises that facilitates diversification within a new adaptive zone with carrying capacity K 2 (blue). (b) Corresponding net diversification rates through time for lineages from adaptive zones with carrying capacity K 1 and K 2 . (c) Hypothetical phylogenetic patterns that might be observed at timepoints t 1 , t 2 and t 3 . At timepoint t 2 , the innovation clade (blue) has reached its carrying capacity of four lineages, but the parent adaptive zone has been rendered a paraphyletic grade. By time t 3 , turnover of lineages within these two adaptive zones has led to monophyly of both the ancestral and key innovation adaptive zones and the parent clade (all orange and blue lineages) contains more species (K 1 þ K 2 ) than it would have had the key innovation not evolved.
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160417 it is not even sensible to discuss 'net diversification rate' except during the earliest phase of radiation when species richness is far from equilibrium [38] . For example, suppose we have a clade that is diversifying under an equilibrial dynamic with expected richness K 1 , and consider a key innovation arising within a single lineage that facilitates a shift to a novel resource base. If the new adaptive zone has carrying capacity K 2 , then the expected species richness of all lineages in the system at equilibrium is K 1 þ K 2 . It does not matter whether K 2 is larger or smaller than K 1 : the total number of descendants of the original lineages has increased by K 2 relative to the scenario where the key innovation did not evolve. Hence, key innovations increase richness, but the increase in richness should be manifest at the level of the parent clade and not the clade that possesses the innovation. At equilibrium, the combined richness of the clade with the innovation and its sister taxon (without the putative key innovation) will be greater than the hypothetical scenario where no innovation occurred.
By defining key innovations as those traits that increase either the rate of diversification or the total richness of the clade possessing the trait, researchers implicitly assume that K 2 is greater than K 1 . One might predict that innovations should trigger an initial increase in the net rate of lineage diversification as the lineage shifts to a new adaptive zone, and it is perhaps this idea that has led to the general perception that key innovations should be linked to faster overall diversification. However, even this assumption is problematic: if the parent adaptive zone is itself far from the carrying capacity when the innovation arises, a key innovation could result in both an instantaneous decline in net diversification rates and an overall increase in species richness once carrying capacity for both the ancestral and new (innovation) adaptive zones are reached (e.g. (K 1 þ K 2 ) . K 1 ). A close analogy can be made for the study of adaptive radiation on islands. Given the strong effect of geographic area on species richness resulting from in situ diversification [39, 40] , we would generally not predict that insular radiations should be more species-rich than their extant sister clades that have diversified in much larger continental settings. It may be true that radiations on islands or in lakes may frequently contain more species than the corresponding sister clade [29] (but see [41] ), but there is no logical reason to restrict our consideration of putative adaptive radiations to such cases. Presumably, we would not argue that the adaptive radiation of Anolis lizards on Jamaica-a clade of five or six ecormorphological forms that have arisen in situ-should somehow be discounted because they are sister to a larger clade of Cuban anoline lizards [42] .
Relaxing the idea that key innovations promote faster diversification rates can lead to important insights into the processes by which innovations arise and proliferate by emphasizing the study of recently evolved innovations in smaller clades that are not necessarily diversifying faster than their sister clade. Miller [2] initially described the phenomenon of innovation with reference to a relatively small clade of North American birds (thrashers; Toxostoma) that evolved several morphological specializations associated with terrestrial foraging and ground-digging. Toxostoma thrashers are sister to a clade of mockingbirds of similar diversity that rarely dig and which often forage from elevated perches. The morphological novelties associated with foraging behaviour in Toxostoma have clearly increased the ecological space occupied by the total (mockingbird plus thrasher) clade. Similarly, within a diverse radiation of Australo-Papuan honeyeaters (Aves: Meliphagidae; 180 species), a single clade of five species (the chats: Ephthianura, Ashbyia) have diverged radically in foraging mode from other taxa [43] . Although the ecological space occupied by the honeyeater clade is greatly expanded by the inclusion of chats (figure 2), the clade shows no evidence of faster diversification when compared with other lineages of honeyeaters and is of approximately the same diversity as its sister taxon (figure 2).
In summary, there is little conceptual justification for requiring that key innovations must lead to rapid speciation rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160417 or that they should lead to more total speciation, relative to their sister clade. However, innovations should involve a decoupling of speciation-extinction dynamics relative to other lineages in the ancestral adaptive zone, which may or may not be monophyletic ( figure 1 ). Moreover, they should ultimately increase the total species richness of the parent clade. My arguments here should not be construed to imply that variation in lineage diversification rates is not inherently interesting in its own right; I am simply advocating a definition of key innovations that does not require differential diversification rates.
Phylogenetic tests of the key innovation hypothesis
Testing key innovation hypotheses is challenging, a point that has been appreciated for some time [10, 11, 31] . The definition of key innovation given above offers some level of conceptual clarity but loses the operational elegance of formal tests for trait-dependent diversification. It is relatively straightforward to test some components of the key innovation hypothesis, particularly the idea that specific traits are correlated with (if not causally related to) expansions of the ecological space occupied by a clade. On the other hand, key innovations are assumed to facilitate diversification within a novel adaptive zone, and this proposition is much more difficult to test. Reconstructing diversity dynamics from phylogenetic trees will likely remain difficult into the foreseeable future, owing in part to the relatively low information content of phylogenetic data (next section). Several criteria can help determine whether a key innovation has shaped macroevolutionary patterns in a particular clade. There are two aspects to this test: first, do patterns of ecological and lineage diversification suggest that a shift in adaptive zone has occurred? And second, does a particular trait or set of traits underlie this transition? It may be easier to demonstrate that a clade has shifted to a new adaptive zone than to pin down any particular trait as a key innovation, given that the focal clade is presumably characterized by multiple functionally linked traits that might collectively facilitate a novel pattern of resource use [44] . Several aspects of terminology should be clarified. Soon after the origin of a key innovation, the ancestral adaptive zone is expected to be paraphyletic ( figure 1, t 2 ) . I use the phrase 'parent grade' to refer to this paraphyletic assemblage of taxa that remain in the ancestral adaptive zone and 'parent clade' to denote the clade comprising both the focal clade (with key innovation) and all lineages in the ancestral adaptive zone.
First, a subclade should be characterized by either a major shift in ecological position or an increase in ecological dispersion relative to the ancestral ecological condition. The effect of this shift should be to increase substantially the total ecological volume occupied by the parent clade. From a statistical perspective, the dynamics of ecological or ecomorphological evolution in the focal clade, or along its stem lineage, should be fundamentally different from the 'background' dynamics in the parent grade. Numerous statistical tools are available for identifying discrete shifts in the tempo and mode of phenotypic evolution, including reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo methods that can identify key transitions between distinct evolutionary processes on phylogenies without requiring researchers to fix the possible locations of such transitions in advance [45, 46] . By using formal models to identify shifts in the rate of ecological trait evolution or 'jumps' in ecological/morphological space [47 -49] , researchers can test and reject simple alternative explanations for the observed pattern, such as the hypothesis that the ecological volume occupied by a subclade simply reflects greater time to accumulate differences relative to other lineages. Note that this criterion does not necessarily require that the clade with the innovation have greater disparity or phenotypic rates relative to the parent grade, but that the clade's position is substantially displaced in ecological space.
Second, there should be some evidence that a particular trait, or a complex of traits, underlies the shift in question and that the trait(s) facilitate an increase in the total resource spectrum used by the parent clade [14, 15] . Implicit in this criterion is that biogeography can be rejected as a cause for the pattern: a shift in ecological trait evolution should not simply reflect dispersal to a biogeographic region with sufficient ecological opportunity to trigger adaptive radiation, but rather should be consistent with the effects of an intrinsic trait. It is not necessary that putative key innovations increase resource use directly: elaboration of anti-herbivore defense syndromes in plants, for example, may indirectly allow them to occupy a broader range of ecological niches by increasing their overall population sizes [50] .
Some have suggested that the novel trait should confer a functional advantage on the lineages bearing the trait relative to the ancestral condition [14] , but I consider this assertion to be generally untestable. Consider Miller's [2] original example of a key innovation: the evolution of a large bill in Toxostoma thrashers that facilitated a shift in foraging ecology. Do long-billed thrashers that forage by digging and probing through the substrate have a functional advantage relative to closely related mockingbirds with shorter bills that often pounce on food items from aerial perches and which rarely dig? Presumably, the thrasher morphology confers a functional advantage when digging and probing, but both the thrasher and mockingbird morphologies may be equally adaptive in an absolute sense as deployed in their respective foraging strategies.
As a third criterion, evidence should support a shift in the diversification dynamics of the clade with the putative key innovation relative to the parent grade/clade. In line with the proposed definition of a key innovation, we would ideally be able to test whether the trait has increased the total species richness of the parent clade relative to the expected clade richness in the absence of the key innovation, but this expectation is difficult or impossible to test in practice. However, a shift to a novel adaptive zone should lead to a decoupling between the evolutionary dynamics of the clade with the putative key innovation and those of the parent grade. Several statistical tools are available for inferring a decoupling of diversification dynamics on phylogenies [26, 45, 51] . Conceptually, Etienne & Haegeman's [26] model is closest to the formal definition of key innovation given above because it explicitly models diversification dynamics as a mixture of two distinct diversity-dependent processes: one for the parent grade/clade, and another for the clade with the putative innovation. In the next major section, I discuss limits to inference in phylogenetic diversification models that bear on the utility of these and other tools. Admittedly, the definition above is difficult to apply to single species with distinct or highly specialized ecologies. It is certainly possible that the evolution of a novel ecological strategy in a single lineage can serve to increase the total species richness of the parent clade (e.g. a lineage shifts to an adaptive zone with a carrying capacity of a single lineage); such traits would certainly qualify as key innovations as defined here. However, it will generally not be possible to distinguish this scenario from adaptive change that occurs in a single lineage, and it seems prudent to be cautious in applying innovation terminology to singleton lineages.
A range of additional criteria might be incorporated into key innovation tests. Patterns of ecological community structure at the local and regional scale would seem to be a promising area for integration [52, 53] . Because key innovations should decouple the evolutionary and ecological dynamics of the innovation-bearing clade and lineages in the ancestral adaptive zone, we should see a corresponding breakdown of any general rule that affects community assembly when comparing taxa in the ancestral adaptive zone to those in the new zone. For example, if local assemblages of species within an adaptive zone are characterized by overdispersion in morphological space [54] , we might predict that this effect will disappear when comparing co-occurring species with and without the hypothesized innovation. However, it is not clear that we should expect to observe characteristic patterns of species interactions within adaptive zones: the interactions may be highly variable, with outcomes contingent on both extrinsic and intrinsic factors as well as the spatial scale over which populations interact [34] , such that it is difficult to derive a priori predictions about the dispersion of species in phylogenetic and functional space.
Molecular phylogenies and diversification: a critical perspective
Time-calibrated phylogenetic trees contain relatively little information about diversity dynamics, owing to low information content with respect to extinction rates [55 -57] . This assertion is controversial [58, 59] , but I suggest that it should not be because the theoretical information content of a phylogeny with respect to speciation is always higher than for extinction. A phylogeny of N taxa provides absolute confidence that at least (N 2 1) speciation events have occurred. Extinction, in contrast, is not observed directly and relies on a subtle statistical signal in branch-length distributions [60] . As such, it should be unsurprising on first principles alone that (i) extinction rates are nearly always reconstructed with lower confidence than the corresponding speciation rates, and (ii) extinction rate estimates are highly sensitive to violations of assumptions of the inference model [57] . Formal diversity-dependent models of speciation and extinction rates [26, 61, 62] are conceptually useful tools, but they are unlikely to provide strong tests of the key innovation hypothesis [63] . First, diversity-dependent models are generally compared with a trivial null hypothesis (constant-rate speciation-extinction), rather than to more complex alternative models that allow speciation and extinction rates to vary through time; this reliance on trivial null models in diversification studies can lead to incorrect inference [64] . Second, failure to detect diversity-dependence with a formal diversity-dependent model is largely uninformative: statistical power is low even when the assumptions of the model are perfectly satisfied [63] , and such formal models rely on mathematical trivial characterizations of the diversity-dependent process to achieve analytical tractability. For example, speciation is typically modelled as a simple linear effect of species diversity on the speciation rate [35, 61, 62] , and inferences about diversity-dependence from phylogenies are thus conditional on a parametric description of the diversification process with an unknown functional relationship to the true process.
Finally, 'early burst' patterns in molecular phylogenies can be consistent with adaptive radiation or innovation, but this interpretation requires numerous caveats. Recent work has demonstrated that a range of alternative processes can produce similar signals in phylogenetic trees [65] [66] [67] . Moreover, even if a diversification pulse follows the acquisition of a key innovation, the signal will ultimately be lost due to diversity-dependent lineage turnover [32] . For some clades, palaeontological data will be sufficient to infer diversitydependence at the appropriate phylogenetic scale [68, 69] , and such data may provide important insights into evolutionary innovation and its consequences.
Outstanding issues
The intention of this article is to assess the conceptual basis for the widespread notion that key innovations should be associated with faster rates of lineage diversification. As such, I have purposefully neglected a broad range of issues relating to the study of key innovations at macroevolutionary scales, including the actual mechanisms by which species interactions might influence macroevolutionary dynamics [34 -37] ). An unrelated but operationally significant issue relates to the possibility that the ancestral grade from which the lineage with the innovation is derived has become extinct entirely, leaving no extant lineages with which to construct a robust test of the key innovation hypothesis [3] . I have not discussed the mode of innovation itself, although the general conclusions reached here should apply under more complex models for the occupation of new adaptive zones, including correlated progression [70] . Although the present article emphasizes single traits and discrete shifts in dynamics on phylogenies, there is ample evidence that shifts to new adaptive zones may be the outcome of multiple character changes smeared across a region of a phylogeny, such that there is no single key innovation that can be localized to a specific topological location [71] . Regardless of the intrinsic mechanisms that facilitate the occupation of new adaptive zones, we should not require that they lead to increased rates of lineage diversification relative to extant sister lineages.
Summary
In this article, I have briefly reviewed the inference of key innovations from phylogenetic trees and have argued that the link between innovations and rapid or exceptional diversification is not justified. By using 'key innovation' as a synonym for 'trait-dependent diversification', the term loses its conceptual connection to the original theory linking innovation to the occupation of new adaptive zones [1, 2, 72] . I have argued that our definition of key innovations should rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160417 be consistent with the original intent and associated mechanisms. The approach described here does not yield a simple statistical test that produces a binary 'yes/no' classification of traits as key innovations, but relies on careful study and interpretation of traits, ecologies and diversification in a phylogenetic framework. Regardless of the perspective given here, the research community can choose which framework to adopt: do we want a concept of key innovation that is highly testable but largely devoid of mechanism? Or should the concept reflect a bridging process between ecology and macroevolution that has long captured the imagination of natural historians and evolutionary biologists? In my opinion, it is this latter approach that provides the strongest foundation for understanding how the evolutionary dynamics of populations and communities have played out through the immensity of time to define the most iconic patterns and trends in the history of life.
